
Treated Blood Products for Technical Purposes 
 

Serbia requires the bilingual “HEALTH CERTIFICATE for treated blood products, 
excluding of equidae, for the manufacture of derived products for purpose outside the 
feed chain for farmed animals, intended for dispatch to or for transit through the Republic 
of Serbia (RS)” for the import (or transit) of treated blood products intended for technical 
purposes. 
 
This certificate mimics the requirements of the Regulation (EC) 142/2011 (as amended) 
“CHAPTER 4(D) Health certificate For treated blood products, excluding of equidae, for 
the manufacture of derived products for purposes outside the feed chain for farmed 
animals, intended for dispatch to or for transit through the European Union”.  Prior to 
endorsement of the “HEALTH CERTIFICATE for treated blood products, excluding of 
equidae, for the manufacture of derived products for purpose outside the feed chain for 
farmed animals, intended for dispatch to or for transit through the Republic of Serbia 
(RS)” the pertinent exporting/processing facilities must be approved by APHIS 
Veterinary Services for endorsement of the Regulation (EC) 142/2011 (as amended) 
“CHAPTER 4(D) Health certificate For treated blood products, excluding of equidae, for 
the manufacture of derived products for purposes outside the feed chain for farmed 
animals, intended for dispatch to or for transit through the European Union”.  For 
information on how to receive this required approval, a facility should contact the 
Veterinary Services service center covering the area where the facility is located. 
 

Advisory regarding commercial documents e.g. company certificates of origin or 
analysis:  Consignments of blood products could be rejected if accompanied by 
commercial documents containing more specific information than the “HEALTH 
CERTIFICATE for treated blood products, excluding of equidae, for the manufacture of 
derived products for purpose outside the feed chain for farmed animals, intended for 
dispatch to or for transit through the Republic of Serbia (RS)” lined out as indicated on 
the versions posted on the previous page.  APHIS strongly recommends that exporters 
not include commercial documents (or other paper work) with the consignments 
that make any claims regarding the origin of the blood products or about other 
information addressed in these certificates.  The pre-lined out versions on the 
previous page contain the most specific assurances APHIS can provide for these 
consignments. 

This certificate is only available from APHIS for blood products from Artiodactyla, 
Perrissodactyla, Proboscidea, Suidae, Tayassuidae, and avian animals. 

 
 
 
 

 

https://www.aphis.usda.gov/animal_health/downloads/nies_contacts/sc.pdf

